KEY INSIGHTS

Cybersecurity and Education: The
State of the Digital District in 2020
Threats to student and school safety exposed in study
of 3.2 million devices
Modern learning platforms enrich the lives of students, but technology must be
managed with care. Understanding the threats uncovered in this research provides a
blueprint for protecting your schools from data breaches and ransomware attacks and
keeping your students safe.

Complexity makes schools easy targets
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Digital creates complexity. Our research detected:

K-12 has gone digital. According to public research:
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Savvy students open the door to threats. Our research detected:
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And while 68% of K-12 IT leaders list cybersecurity as their top priority7, we found:
Critical security controls fail

Client/patch controls fail
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Justifying tech spend in the digital district
Devices are underused
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Devices disappear
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Students & districts are exposed
when security controls fail
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Download the full report for deeper insight into the threats facing IT
leaders in K-12, gained from analyzing more than 3 million student
devices across 1,200 K-12 organizations over one year
GET THE REPORT

